The Future
For The Left

Jade Bull

You’ve heard of Watergate. You know of Contragate. Now set to explode on the international stage is Bullgate. (One we have tied up the question of royalties; film, newspaper serial and album soundtrack.) The well-kept secret of the cosmic relationship between the “First Lady” (sic) and your favourite ideologically-sound astrologer.

While Jade’s constrained in what can be revealed at this stage, suffice it to say that this story is going to be bigger than Nancy’s forthcoming autobiography, My Life with Bonzo.

Few recognise the degree to which astrology has been integrated into mainstream politics. Already, the disciplines of astropolitics and astronomies are well established in many areas. (See, for example, the final report of the Commission for the Future.)

It is a little known fact that Nancy’s introduction to the extraordinary powers of astropolitics was through the influence of her mother-in-law. (Yes, Ron’s mum!) Fears on the part of the CIA that Nancy’s revelations to her astrologers constituted a security leak are totally wide of the mark. For years now, Uri Geller, the Soviet’s chief psychic-abroad, has been monitoring Nancy’s ouija board parties.

This fact has been independently confirmed by Bull sources in the CIA (Cosmic Intelligence Agency) and ASIO (Astro-Surveillance and Intervention Organisation). Haven’t you ever wondered why the spooks always ask for your date of birth?

Watch future editions of the ALR for a national series of Bull-sponsored “Astro-Security Workshops”. In the interim you might be interested in our career profile of Nancy Reagan.

NANCY REAGAN

BORN Sixth of July 19... (Professional confidences, you understand)

STARSIGN Cancer.

A boring, tenacious, power-broking type. Likes staying at home and talking on the phone. I will say no more.

However, so as to avoid disappointment, Jade brings you a list of....

BORING CELEBRITIES FROM THE CANCER-GEMINI PERIOD

Leo Sayer 21/5
Mr. T 21/5
John Newcombe 23/5
Prince Rainier 31/5
Pat Boone 1/6
Tom Jones 7/6
Prince Phillip 10/6
Wade Boggs 15/6
Barry Manilow 17/6
Princess Di 1/7
Sylvester Stallone 6/7
Barbara Cartland 9/7
Tab Hunter 11/7

Aries: March 21 to May 20
Could be tricky at home. You might have to show that you really care. If you want to maintain domestic harmony, don’t leave the bath mat on the floor.

Taurus: April 21 to May 21
With Venus in your second solar sector along with the sun and Mercury, what can I say?

Gemini: May 22 to June 21
With a full moon on the 29th, now is the time to contemplate the various eternal mysteries of life and how they might apply to you in this part of your journey through the ever-lasting cosmos.

Cancer: June 22 - July 22
Cosmic “heavies” heading your way. Saturn is moving into your Uranus; avoid being seen in public with failures and accept any speaking engagements.

Leo: July 23 to August 23
Your Jupiter-Neptune angle looks good; so should you.

Virgo: August 24 to September 23
You’re not going to like this but it’s time to rewrite your life plan and change your career path. Epistemological ruptures.

Libra: September 24 to October 23
Watch out, Libra! the sun is hanging around your ninth house. This means travel or study (not better hot water). Maybe it’s time for that junket.

Scorpio: October 24 to November 22
The sun in your solar third house accentuates your relationship with neighbours and salespeople. Avoid attending the upcoming ALR/Tupperware fundraiser. Send donations now! It will be cheaper.

Capricorn: December 22 to January 20
Saturn, your ruling planet, is transiting your first house of personality. Avoid spending on domestic items, especially large appliances.

Aquarius: January 21 to February 19
A big time for Uranus with its eleventh house aspect. An abundance of ambivalence can be circumvented with subtle suggestion.

Pisces: February 20 to March 20
Aren’t you the popular one? With dynamic Mars moving through your first house and enhancing your magnetism and sex appeal, you can’t go wrong. On the other hand, it might be someone else.